2nd Sub. H.B. 411
COMMUNITY RENEWABLE ENERGY ACT
HOUSE COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS

AMENDMENT 1

MARCH 7, 2019 3:55 PM

Representative Kay J. Christofferson proposes the following amendments:
1.

Page 2, Lines 48 through 51:
48

(1) (a) "Auxiliary services" means those services necessary to safely and reliably:

49

(i) interconnect and transmit

50

(ii) integrate and supplement

from any renewable energy resource

{ electric power }

energy

from any renewable energy resource.

Page 2, Line 55 through Page 3, Line 58:
55

3.

energy

constructed or acquired for a community renewable energy program; and

51

2.

{ electric power }

(3) "Community renewable energy program" means the program approved by the

{ electric }

56

commission under Section 54-17-904 that allows a qualified utility to provide

service

57

from one or more renewable energy resources to a participating customer within a participating

58

community.

Page 3, Line 80 through Page 4, Line 96:
80

(12) "Qualified utility" means :
(a)

the same as that term is defined in Section 54-17-801 { . }

; or

(b) a large-scale natural gas utility that is a public utility that provides retail natural gas service to
more than 200,000 retail customers in the state.
81

(13) "Renewable

{ electric }

energy supply" means incremental renewable energy

82

resources that are developed to meet the equivalent of the annual

83

of participating customers within a participating community.

84

(14) "Renewable energy resource" means:

85

(a)

86

{ electric }

{ electric }

energy consumption

energy generated by a source that is naturally replenished and includes one

or more of the following:

87

(i) wind;

88

(ii) solar photovoltaic or thermal solar technology;

89

(iii) renewable natural gas technology;
(iv) a renewable natural gas plant;
(v)

{

90
91
92

(iv) }

a geothermal resource; or
(vi)

a hydroelectric plant; or

(b) use of an energy efficient and sustainable technology the commission has approved
for implementation that:

93

(i) increases efficient energy usage;
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94

(ii) is capable of being used for demand or peak usage

95

(iii) facilitates the use and development of renewable

96

4.

electrical grid or transmission and distribution system

response; or

{ generation }

resources through

management or energy storage.

Page 4, Lines 108 through 114:
108

(2) The municipality or county in which the customer resides shall:

109

(a) adopt a resolution no later than December 31, 2019, that states a goal of achieving either or both
of the following for participating customers from a renewable energy resource by 2030:

110

(i) an amount equivalent to 100% of the annual electric energy supply ; or

{ for participating

customers
111

from a renewable energy resource by 2030; }

112

(b) enter into

(ii) a carbon-neutral natural gas supply;

{ an agreement with a qualified utility }

agreements with the qualified utility

or utilities :
113
114

5.

(i) with the stipulation of payment by the municipality or county to the qualified utility
for the costs of:

Page 5, Lines 125 through 127:
125

(i) establishes participation in the renewable energy program; and

126

(ii) is consistent with the terms of the

{ agreement }

agreements

entered into with the

qualified utility or utilities
127

6.

under Subsection (2)(b); and

Page 7, Lines 209 through 210:
209
210

7.

(ii) a customer of the qualified utility that begins taking

{ electric }

service within a

participating community after the date of implementation of the community renewable energy

Page 8, Lines 214 through 217:
214

giving notice to the qualified utility in the manner and within the time period determined by the

215

commission.

216

(c) The qualified utility may not transmit, disclose, or make available to the participating
community, municipality, or a third-party representative any personal information or account data of
customers who elect not to participate in the program, including, but not limited to, names, addresses,
energy storage data, or any other personally identifiable information.
(3) (a) A customer that does not opt out of the community renewable energy program

217

under Subsection (2) may later discontinue participation in the community renewable energy
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